
Modernization 
of Mi-8 (Mi-17)

helicopter



Application of night vision equipment

Modernization of flight analysis and recording 
system  

Installation of the KNEI-8 flight control, 
navigation and electronic display complex

Installation of the GOES-321 gyro-stabilized 
optronic system

MODERNIZATION OF МI-8 (MI-17) HELICOPTER

Modernization is aimed at creating a day/night
combat-reconnaissance-transport helicopter

Installation of the optronic jammer



 day/night observation and sight with the display of 
a thermal and television image (from a low-level 
positioned camera);

 vision control in a wide range (230 deg. in azimuth 
and 60 – 150 deg. in the place angle)

 gyro-stabilization with accuracy ±20 angle min.;

provides for:

 capture and automatic tracking a target with a TV-tracking unit;
 thermal image sight in a wide (9 х 6,75 deg.) and narrow (3 х 2,25 deg.) field of 
vision and electronic image scaling;
 target detection range with a laser ranger designator – 10 km with accuracy 5 m 
TV channel in a wide (6x4,5 deg.) and narrow (1,1x1,4 deg.) field of vision.

GOES-321 GYRO-STABILIZED OPTRONIC SYSTEM



1) Representation of the data from optronic system on the 
display;

2) Calculation, representation on the display and record of 
coordinates of detected targets in energy-free memory;

3) Entrance of helicopter to the ground object with known coordinates 
and automatic orientation of optronic system vision line to it;

4) Counting of the current coordinates (CC);

5) Correction of the counted CC  with use of GLONASS and 
NAVSTAR data;

6) Calculation and representation of necessary flight parameters to 
enter the given area at the given time, on the display;

ensures:

FLIGHT CONTROL, NAVIGATION
AND ELECTRONIC DISPLAY COMPLEX



7) Calculation and representation of necessary flight parameters on the display;
8) Calculation and transmission of control signals to auto-pilot for automatic flight;
9) Storage of navigation database in the energy-free memory;
10) Operative change in navigation database during the flight and on the ground;
11) Representation of flight and navigation data, emergence, warning and informative 
signals on the display;
12) Calculation and representation of data about the reach of control flight parameters and 
operation limits;
13) Calculation of navigation flight plan;
14) Registration of display image to video-recorder.

ensures:

FLIGHT CONTROL, NAVIGATION
AND ELECTRONIC DISPLAY COMPLEX
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FLIGHT CONTROL, NAVIGATION
AND ELECTRONIC DISPLAY COMPLEX



MVK MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMPUTER

Basic characteristics:
HDD Flash, Mb……………………... 2 - 64
RAM, Mb …………………………….. 2 
Number of input and output channels
acc. to GOST 18977-79 (ARINC-429):

input…………………………... 16
output……………………….... 8

Exchange frequency for output signals, kHz  ..12,5; 50; 100
Exchange frequency for input signals, kHz ….12,5; 50
Number of words for input 
and output in the channel ……………………..up to 256
Number of logical channels of data exchange (MKIO) acc. 
to GOST 26765.52-87 
(Mil-1553)………………………………………… 2
Number of single output commands        ……..8
кNumber of single input commands     ……….8
Overall dimensions, mm ……………………57х194х318
Weight, kg, max.     …………………………….4



UVV-B INPUT and OUTPUT DEVICE

Basic characteristics:
Number of input/output DC channels 

+(-)10V…………………………………………..…8

Number of input/output AC channels, 

400Hz, 8V ………………………………………….8

Number of single output commands …….………4

Number of single input commands ……………...4

Number of input-output channels 

acc. to GOST 18977-79 (ARING-429):

input….. ………………..2

output….. ……………...2

Weight, kg……………………………………….…2,0

Overall dimensions, mm ……………..…318х190х57



SVS-V1 AIR SIGNALS SYSTEM

Linear compound of air speed, km/h …………………….. ……...  -90…+450

Dihedral compound of air speed, km/h ……………………..……….. 0…90

Speed shown on instrument panel, km/h ………….………………... 30…450

Vertical barometric speed, m/sec …………………………………...…±30

Barometric altitude, m         …………………………………….… -50…7000

Overall dimensions, mm ……………………………………..…….  90х190х385

Max. weight, kg          …………………………………………..……….. 6

Basic characteristics:



IV86-1 DISPLAY

Basic characteristics:
Display type ………………………………………………………………...…... LCD color, АМ
Display area, mm …………..………………………………………..……….... 211,2х158,4
Resolution, pixel   . ………………………………………………………..….... 800х600
Number of possible colors …………………………………………………..… 256000
Brightness scale of monochrome image ….……………..……………….….. 64
Maximum brightness, kd/sq.m.  …………….…………………………....…. 700
Contrast at 108000 lk ………………………….………………………….….. 10:1
Maximum angles of vision, degrees :

horizontal ………………. +(-)60
vertical …………………... from +35 to -5

Data types:
alphabetical-digital, 
graphic, TV

Number of input-output channels 
acc. to GOST 18977-79 (ARING-429):

input ………………………..……....… 6
output ……………………………….....2

Number of logical channels of data exchange 
(MKIO) acc. to GOST 26765.52-87
(Mil-1553), reserved ……………………..... 2
Overall dimensions, mm …………...…...... 285х215х200
Weight, kg……………………………....…... 6,5



AMPLIFIER-RAMIFIER UR5-2

Basic characteristics:
Number of input channels RGB …………………………...……... 1
Number of output channels RGB ………………………...…….... 3
Number of input SSI N and KSI V signals ….………………...…. 1
Number of output SSI N and KSI V signals …..…………………. 3
Capacity, at least, mHz……….......……………………………...…70
Transmission coefficient …………………………….………….... 1
Overall dimensions, mm …………....……………..…………..… 170х140х50
Max. weight, kg ………………………………………….………... 1,3



1) The night vision equipment
enables the pilot to:

Observe outside environment in conditions of natural night terrain 
illumination 5х10-4 - 1 lux at a maximum vision range 2-4 km, during
 takeoff;
 hovering;
 piloting at altitudes 50 – 200 m with a visual control over the surface;
 landing on unlit and unprepared sites;

2) Lighting equipment (external, internal, signal) 
is adapted for:

 using the night vision equipment

 detect and identify electricity transmission lines, trees, lorries of a KUNG type on the grass surface at 
the range > 0,5 km;
 observe outside environment  in NVG without  refocusing the lenses;
 observe and read out cabin instruments passing the NVG lenses

GEO-ONV-1 NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT



ENSURES:

1) Connection of additional indicators and 
signaling devices to receive the precise data 
about conditions of helicopter’s systems and 
equipment during the flight, to maintain 
readiness of the helicopter;

2) Recording of parameters with a high 
accuracy (error 1%);

3) Application of modern data processing 
means;

4) Considerably decrease in time for data 
deciphering and processing;

5) Complete guarantee of the data safety 
during hard accidents

RECORDER BUR-4



The station is intended for suppression of infrared 
homing heads with amplitude-phase modulation 
(АРМ), frequency-phase modulation (FPM) and 
pulse-length modulation (PLM) and improved ECM-
proof capabilities.

"Adros"-KT-01AVE provides full locking-in failure for 
such guided missiles, as "Stinger" (FPM), "Igla" 
(TPM), "lgla-1" (FPM), R-60 (FPM), R-60M (FPM), 
R-73 (PLM) "Sidewinder" (АРМ) and others.

INFRARED COUNTERMEASURE STATION
«ADROS-KT-01ABE»

Main Features:
•   Probability of attacking "Stinger-type missile locking-in failure – 0,7 ... 0,8
•   Time of full locking-in failure for PZRK "Stinger“ – 0,5 ... 0,8 с
•   Powered by helicopter onboard electrical grid: AC: three-phase – 200 V, 400 Hz, 
single-phase – 115 V, 400 Hz, DC-27 V.
•   Weight of 25 kg.



COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics Mi-8 (17) Mi-8 (17) 
modernized

Crew 3 3
Engine type TV3-117МТ TV3-117МТ
Engine power 2 х 1900 2 х 1900
Net weight, kg 7200 7200
Takeoff weight:

normal 11100 11100
maximum 13000 13000

Payload, kg:
normal 2000 2000
maximum 4000 4000
maximum slung 3000 3000

Maximum flight speed, km/h 250 250
Cruising flight speed, km/h 220 220



COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics Mi-8 (17) Mi-8 (17) 
modernized

Hovering ceiling, m:

disregarding the ground influence 1760 1760

regarding the ground influence 3500 3500

Service ceiling, m 5000 5000

Navigation accuracy
3% of the route 

passed
20 m

Day/night reconnaissance with fixing the target coordinates - +

Day/night artillery firing correction - +

Automated flight on the route - +

Night landing - +

Protection of the helicopter from missiles equipped with IR 
seekers

- +

Flight data recording SARPP-12DM BUR-4

Flight range, km 580 580
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